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1 Introduction
In June 2015, Connecting for Life,
Ireland’s suicide prevention
strategy was launched. The
strategy outlines 69 actions
under seven strategic goals.
The HSE’s National Office for
Suicide Prevention provides
overall cross sectoral support
for the implementation of the
strategy. As part of Connecting
for Life, the HSE has made a
commitment to develop an
engaging brand identity.

The successful implementation
of this will be through
partnership between statutory,
voluntary and community
groups and individuals,
supported by Government.
By working together and
connecting, we can be stronger
and more effective in suicide
prevention. To highlight our
commitment to this common
cause we have created a
brand identity symbol for

the supporting partnerships
to share. This symbol can
be displayed on disparate
informational and promotional
material. It will give sight to
the depth and breadth of our
coordinated activity and will help
endorse and link all initiatives
that support and are part of the
strategy. The brand identity will
demonstrate the integration
of all the work that is done to
deliver on Connecting for Life.
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1 Connecting for Life Master Logos
Our Connecting for Life
symbol is a contemporary visual
representation of our shared
focus and positive outlook.

Strength
together

Positivity

The logos opposite are the
master logos for Connecting
for Life. The logos should
be used on publications,
resources, reports, campaigns
and websites that support
activities outlined in the
Connecting for Life strategy.
The HSE logo should also always
be displayed (in accordance
with the HSE brand guidelines)
on any printed materials, digital
material and publications more
than 20% funded by the HSE.
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1 Connecting for Life Master Logos on a coloured background
The full colour version of the
logo should only be used on
a white background or a pale
tint (ie below 10%). To ensure
that there’s enough contrast.
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1 Connecting for Life Exceptional Use Logo - Monotone and reversed
The logos across are for
exceptional use.
They should only be used when
the original full colour logo
cannot be used i.e. is not clearly
visible on a piece of collateral
or where single colour printing
processes are being used.
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Monotone

Reversed

All of the elements in this version are
reproduced in black.

This version has all the elements
reproduced in white.

An example of when it is appropriate to use
this version of the logo is on documents that
are to be printed in black/greyscale only.

An example of when it is appropriate to use
the reversed version is when the logo is to
appear on a dark solid colour (i.e. footer
of a partner site), or on a heavily textured
background (i.e. photograph). See p.28 for
some examples.
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1 Connecting for Life Icons
The vision of Connecting for
Life is to be realised through
seven goals. Icons have been
developed to represent each
of these goals. The icons can
be used across online and print
material and in presentations to
help explain each goal and its
objectives.
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2

Colour Palette
and Typogragphy
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2 Colour Palette
The colour palette is bright and varied. Colour and white should be
used when designing any pieces of collateral. Tints of each of the
palette colours can be used to enhance a design if required.

25%

Pantone 339

Pantone 123

Pantone 144

Pantone 659

Pantone 1787

C73 M0 Y57 K0

C0 M22 Y88 K0

C0 M60 Y100 K0

C61 M25 Y0 K0

R20 G173 B136

R253 G198 B44

R242 G138 B4

R105 G164 B217

C0 M77 Y58 K0

#HEX 13AD87

#HEX FDC62B

#HEX F18904

#HEX 68A4D9

50%

75%

100%

25%

50%

75%

100%

25%

50%

75%

100%

25%

50%

75%

R235 G89 B88
#HEX 68A4D9

100%

25%

50%

75%

100%
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2 Typography - Connecting for Life Logo Typeface
Milo is the font family used only for the
Connecting for Life logo.

Milo - Regular
Milo - Regular Italic
Milo - Medium
Milo - Medium Italic
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2 Typography - Primary Typeface
The primary typeface is Opens Sans. It is an open source font.
This font family contains a variation of weights. A suggested guide
for usage is Thin and Heavy weights used for headlines, Light and
Regular weights used for body copy. Keep weights on one piece of
collateral to a maximum of three.

Open Sans - Light
Open Sans - Light Italic
Open Sans - Regular
Open Sans - Italic
Open Sans - Semibold
Open Sans - Semibold Italic
Open Sans - Bold
Open Sans - Bold Italic
Open Sans - Extrabold Bold
Open Sans - Extrabold Bold
11
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2 Typography - Secondary Typeface
The secondary typeface is Arial. It can be used for internal
documents as an alternative when Opens Sans is not available.
This font family contains a variation of weights. A suggested guide
for usage is bold for headline and regular for body copy.
Please note that Connecting for Life should be written in italics.
CfL can be used for short. In written text, the strapline “Ireland’s
National Strategy to Reduce Suicide 2015-2020” should also be
included.

Arial - Bold
Arial - Regular
Arial -Italic
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3

Connecting for Life
Master Logo & Tagline
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3 Master Logo & Tagline - Connecting for Life
The logos below are the master
logos for Connecting for Life.
The logo is made up of the
people embracing graphic and
the tagline Connecting for Life.
There are two variations of the
master logo, the first is stacked
and the second is Landscape.

Vertical/ Stacked

Horizontal/ Landscape

The stacked version of the logo is the
primary version. This version should be
used whenever possible.

The landscape version of the logo is the
secondary version and should only be used
where space or design requires its use ahead
of the primary version.
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3 Master Logo & Tagline - Safe Areas
Always maintain a safe area
around the logo, proportionate
to the size that the logo appears.
The position and alignment
of the tagline has a fixed
relationship to the logo. There
are lock-off logos available
for each version of the logo
and these should be the only
versions that are used.
The safe areas shown opposite
are the minimum required,
if you can allow more safe
space around the logo, this
is acceptable whilst keeping
the design balanced with the
surrounding elements.
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3 Master Logo & Tagline - Minimum Size
The logo should never be
reproduced where the width
of the vertical/stacked logo is
smaller than 20mm.
The minimum width size for the
horizontral/landscape version is
40mm.

20mm

40mm
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3 Master Logo & Tagline - Usage

Maintain the integrity and proportions of the logo.

Don’t alter, stretch, or condense the logo.

Maintain the design integrity of the logo.

Don’t realign any of the logo components.

Use the correct size logo.

Don’t add other design elements to the logo (e.g. outlines,
strokes, or dropshadow)

Don’t resize the logo to less than 20mm.
Don’t reconfigure the logo design.
Do leave ample room around the logo.
Don’t crop the logo or align it to the edge of the page.
Use the logo in full-colour.
Don’t use any unapproved colours or colour combinations.
Integrate the logo as a key component of your design.
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3 Master Logo & Tagline - Usage

Don’t rotate or move elements.

Don’t add effects.

Don’t alter the logo’s proportions
or colours.

Never to appear as a pattern or
cropped in the background.

Never distort the logo.

Tagline should never appear
without the people embracing
graphic.
18
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
The following examples
demonstrate the
application of the logo
on different pieces of
collateral.
There is no preferred
placement of the logo.
Design should dictate
where the logo appears.

Connecting for Life
Lorem ipsum dolor,
Lorem ipsum dolor,
piscing elit.
T 01 445 65 65
E talktous@mhs.com
W www.mhs.com

Mr. John Bass
00 Lorem ipsum dolor,
Lorem ipsum dolor,
piscing elit.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Maecenas varius dolor ligula, et sagittis
erat viverra non. Fusce eget dictum ipsum, sed imperdiet ante. Integer lacus nisl, imperdiet
vel fermentum sit amet, aliquam lacinia dolor. Proin lacinia eﬃcitur posuere. Suspendisse et
justo ligula. Integer condimentum leo non risus sollicitudin volutpat. Morbi eleifend eget tellus
vitae ﬁnibus. Integer ultricies sodales mi. Aenean dolor leo, molestie sit amet placerat sodales,

Letterhead sample to
the right.

malesuada at nulla. Donec sit amet sagittis est. Donec faucibus nec urna quis ornare.
Donec vitae nisl eget enim iaculis consequat eu vitae ante. Pellentesque convallis vulputate
aliquet. Etiam elit lacus, ullamcorper sit amet orci ut, consequat ornare diam. Fusce ac dapibus
neque, et accumsan nibh. Cras nec scelerisque risus. Suspendisse eget mollis tortor. Aenean
eget aliquam sem. Vivamus mattis sapien ac lectus interdum, quis congue sapien tincidunt. Cras
ante lectus, dapibus ut sapien vitae, pharetra commodo nunc.

The primary logo is applied.

Aliquam nec ipsum arcu. Integer turpis justo, aliquet vitae tristique id, fermentum non velit. Duis
fringilla ex a ante dictum, ac dictum mauris suscipit. Nullam nec nisi at sem pulvinar eﬃcitur.
Vivamus vel convallis quam. Nullam suscipit ligula vitae lectus ullamcorper rhoncus. Nullam nec
ante id mauris dictum lacinia vitae nec mauris. Duis eget condimentum dui, consequat euismod

Colour from the palette is
used as a design element
i.e. colour blocks to the
bottom.

quam.
Aliquam nec ipsum arcu. Integer turpis justo, aliquet vitae tristique id, fermentum non velit. Duis
fringilla ex a ante dictum, ac dictum mauris suscipit. Nullam nec nisi at sem pulvinar eﬃcitur.
Vivamus vel convallis quam. Nullam suscipit ligula vitae lectus ullamcorper rhoncus. Nullam nec
ante id mauris dictum lacinia vitae nec mauris. Duis eget condimentum dui, consequat euismod
quam.
Sincerely yours,

Mr. Shane Barry
General Manager, Dublin
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Letterhead sample
Connecting for Life
Lorem ipsum dolor,
Lorem ipsum dolor,
piscing elit.
T 01 445 65 65
E talktous@mhs.com
W www.mhs.com

Mr. John Bass
00 Lorem ipsum dolor,
Lorem ipsum dolor,
piscing elit.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Maecenas varius dolor ligula, et sagittis
erat viverra non. Fusce eget dictum ipsum, sed imperdiet ante. Integer lacus nisl, imperdiet
vel fermentum sit amet, aliquam lacinia dolor. Proin lacinia eﬃcitur posuere. Suspendisse et
justo ligula. Integer condimentum leo non risus sollicitudin volutpat. Morbi eleifend eget tellus
vitae ﬁnibus. Integer ultricies sodales mi. Aenean dolor leo, molestie sit amet placerat sodales,
malesuada at nulla. Donec sit amet sagittis est. Donec faucibus nec urna quis ornare.
Donec vitae nisl eget enim iaculis consequat eu vitae ante. Pellentesque convallis vulputate
aliquet. Etiam elit lacus, ullamcorper sit amet orci ut, consequat ornare diam. Fusce ac dapibus
neque, et accumsan nibh. Cras nec scelerisque risus. Suspendisse eget mollis tortor. Aenean
eget aliquam sem. Vivamus mattis sapien ac lectus interdum, quis congue sapien tincidunt. Cras
ante lectus, dapibus ut sapien vitae, pharetra commodo nunc.
Aliquam nec ipsum arcu. Integer turpis justo, aliquet vitae tristique id, fermentum non velit. Duis
fringilla ex a ante dictum, ac dictum mauris suscipit. Nullam nec nisi at sem pulvinar eﬃcitur.
Vivamus vel convallis quam. Nullam suscipit ligula vitae lectus ullamcorper rhoncus. Nullam nec
ante id mauris dictum lacinia vitae nec mauris. Duis eget condimentum dui, consequat euismod
quam.
Aliquam nec ipsum arcu. Integer turpis justo, aliquet vitae tristique id, fermentum non velit. Duis
fringilla ex a ante dictum, ac dictum mauris suscipit. Nullam nec nisi at sem pulvinar eﬃcitur.
Vivamus vel convallis quam. Nullam suscipit ligula vitae lectus ullamcorper rhoncus. Nullam nec
ante id mauris dictum lacinia vitae nec mauris. Duis eget condimentum dui, consequat euismod
quam.
Sincerely yours,

Mr. Shane Barry
General Manager, Dublin
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Compliment Slip sample

HSE Mental Health Services
Lorem ipsum dolor,
Lorem ipsum dolor,
piscing elit.
T 01 445 65 65
E talktous@mhs.com
W www.mhs.com

22
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Annual Report Cover
sample
Here is one example of
how an Annual Report
cover can be laid out.
The layout is minimal,
leaving a minimum of
three quarters of white
space within the design
of each cover, back and
front.

Annual Report
Subtitle goes here

Incorporating space
into the design is
important. Use colour
from the palette to
highlight details.
Subtext goes here
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer imperdiet
feugiat sapien in blandit. Praesent efficitur, ligula eget porttitor tristique,
ex ligula hendrerit lorem, a pellentesque urna ex vitae urna. Integer
pellentesque odio vel commodo pulvinar.

Annual Report Cover

Office for Suicide Prevention
Mental Health Division,
Health Service Executive,
Stewart’s Hospital, Palmerstown, Dublin 20.
T: 01 620 1670
www.nosp.ie

Annual Report Back Cover
23
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Powerpoint
Presentation
Here is an example
of the powerpoint
presentation that has
been designed for
Connecting for Life.
Slides have been
designed for title pages,
dividers, content and
content incl. imagery.
Again incorporating
space into the design is
important. Use colour
from the palette to
highlight details.

24
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Brand Graphics
There are a number of brand
graphics that can be used.
Applying brand colours to
different basic shapes like
the examples on this page.

25
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Partner logos
The following examples show
how how the Connecting for Life
logo can sit in relation to other
partner logos.
When the Connecting for Life
logo features on documents,
posters, leaﬂets, etc. together
with partner logos (e.g. HSE,
Department of Health, HSE
Mental Health and NOSP),
always maintain the minimum
clear safe area, as seen in the
example to the right.

YOU ARE NOT ALONE
Directory of Bereavement
Support Services 2016

You don’t have to be an expert to talk
about mental health.
Talk, but listen too:
simply being there will mean a lot.

Keep in touch:
meet up, phone, email or text.

Don’t just talk about mental health:
chat about everyday things as well.

Remind them you care:
little things can make a big difference.

Be patient:
ups and downs can happen.

Let’s get talking
facebook.com/greenribbonirl
greenribbon.ie
#greenribbonirl
To find a support service near you visit

yourmentalhealth.ie
For more information visit seechange.ie

More info can be found in
section 3 and section 5.
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Partner Websites
When the Connecting for Life
logo features on partner sites it
can live alongside other partner
logos or can be housed within a
footer area.
The following examples show
how it can be applied.
Ideally as per Example 1 here
to the right, the logo should
appear in the primary full colour
version.

Example 1
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4 Connecting for Life - Logo Implementation
Partner Websites
The following examples show
how it can be applied when
the background is of a strong
colour.
In this case the correct use
of the logo is to apply the
exceptional use White, as the
background here is dark.

Example 2
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Example 3
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5

Public
Communications
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5 Campaigns - Logo
The Little Things logo was
developed for the HSE’s public
facing #LittleThings campaign.
Please see some samples of this
logo in use on the following
pages.

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings
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5 Campaigns - Logo Safe Areas
Always maintain a safe area
around the logo, proportionate
to the size that the logo appears.

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings

31
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5 Campaigns
These pieces of collateral
were developed for the Little
Things campaign.

BOOST
YOUR MOOD
WITH
HEALTHY
FOOD

ADD
FRIENDS
TO YOUR
TEA

Eating a healthy, balanced diet is proven to have
a positive impact on how you feel.

Keeping in touch with friends is proven to have
a positive impact on how you feel.

Little things can make a big difference

PROBLEMS
FEEL
SMALLER
WHEN YOU
SHARE
THEM
Talking about your problems is proven to have
a positive impact on how you feel.

Little things can make a big difference

Little things can make a big difference

THE MORE
YOU MOVE
THE BETTER
YOUR
MOOD
Getting regular exercise is proven to have
a positive impact on how you feel.

Little things can make a big difference

LENDING
AN EAR
IS LENDING
A HAND
Talking about our problems is proven to have
a positive impact on how we feel.

Little things can make a big difference

DRINK LESS
AND
GREAT NIGHTS
BECOME
GOOD
MORNINGS
For the average Irish drinker, drinking less alcohol will have
a positive impact on their health and mental wellbeing.

Little things can make a big difference

8 HOURS
SLEEP
MAKE
THE OTHER
16 EASIER

IF A FRIEND
SEEMS
DISTANT
CATCH UP
WITH THEM

Getting a good night’s sleep as often as you can

Being in touch and connecting with other people is

is proven to have a positive impact on how you feel.

proven to have a positive impact on how we feel.

Little things can make a big difference

Little things can make a big difference
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5 Campaigns
These pieces of collateral were
developed for the Little Things
campaign.

PROBLEMS FEEL SMALLER
WHEN YOU SHARE THEM

Little things
can make a big
difference.

Talking about your problems is proven to have
a positive impact on how you feel.

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings

DO THINGS WITH OTHERS
THERE’S STRENGTH
IN NUMBERS

Little things
can make a big
difference.

Being involved in activities that you enjoy is proven
to have a positive impact on how you feel.

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings

ADD FRIENDS
TO YOUR TEA

Little things
can make a big
difference.

Keeping in touch with friends is proven to have
a positive impact on how you feel.

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings
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5 Campaigns
GAA partnership example.
The following examples show
how the logo can be applied
alongside other partners’ logos.
There is no preferred placement
of the logo. Design should
dictate where the logo appears.
Using the full colour version on
white background and keeping
the safe area around the logo
clear as per these examples.

TAKE TO
THE FIELD WITH
OTHERS
THERE’S
STRENGTH IN
NUMBERS

TAKE A
SHOT AT
SHARING A
PROBLEM
Talking about our problems is proven to have
a positive impact on how we feel.

Being involved in activities that you enjoy is proven
to have a positive impact on how you feel.

Little things can make a big difference

yourmentalhealth.ie
#littlethings

Official Supporter of the
Little Things campaign

Official Supporter of the
Little Things campaign

34
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5 Campaigns
When a campaign is being
developed and it fits into one of
the actions in Connecting for Life
then the Connecting for Life logo
can be used on the campaign
materials.

Changing minds
about mental health
One conversation
at a time

You don’t have to be an expert to talk
about mental health.
Talk, but listen too:
simply being there will mean a lot.

Keep in touch:
meet up, phone, email or text.

Sign off/approval from the
National Office for Suicide
Prevention (NOSP) is required
in the above situations. The
HSE logo should also always be
displayed in accordance with
the HSE brand guidelines on any
printed materials, digital material
and publications more than 20%
funded by the HSE.
Please also refer back to section
1, which gives more details on
the definition of the Connecting
for Life logo.

Ready to start
your
conversation?

Don’t just talk about mental health:
chat about everyday things as well.

Remind them you care:
little things can make a big difference.

Be patient:

greenribbon.ie
brought to you by...

ups and downs can happen.

Let’s get talking
facebook.com/greenribbonirl
greenribbon.ie
#greenribbonirl
To find a support service near you visit

yourmentalhealth.ie

Show your support and wear your FREE ribbon

For more information visit seechange.ie
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6 Connecting for Life Logo - Partners
The Connecting for Life county and local
partnership logos are derived from the
master logo with the additional name of the
region as a secondary tagline.
The same colour palette and usage rules
apply here as per the master Connecting for
Life logo.
Please refer back to them in section 2.

Connecting for Life
Donegal

Connecting for Life
Donegal

37
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7 Use of imagery
Careful consideration should be given to
the use of imagery across suicide prevention
and self-harm material.
Care should be taken when using images
which could be perceived as locations where
people have taken their lives, such as a
building, bridge or cliff. Similarly, images of
water or trees should be used carefully.
Care should be taken when using images
of people. Images of a deceased person,
in particular, should not be used as this is
extremely distressing for bereaved families.
Avoid dramatic or emotional images such
as a person standing on a ledge. Do not
use images of people in despair. Images
of survivors could be used to accompany
personal stories as appropriate. If using
images of people it is very important to get
their explicate permission and ensure that
they are aware where the image will be
published.
Please contact the Communications Team
at the National Office for Suicide Prevention
(NOSP) for further guidance on the use of
imagery.
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